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Why is it that I didn’t hear of Physicist Elmer Imes’ careful work to capture the spectra of molecules
until I was inmy40’s? Andwhy isn’t EdwardAlexanderBouchet ahouseholdname? TheseAmerican’s,
African American Physicists, these people made history: Imes’ was a pioneer of quantum theory and
Bouchet was the sixth person to earn a doctoral degree in physics from an American institution (Yale
in this case). It took another 42 years before a second African American earned a physics PhD in the
United States. Never again have African Americansmade up such a large percentage of US physicists.
Equitable practices insist we acknowledge the historical context of past disparities and inequities that
limitednot just access to resources, but theability to studyatall for certain categoriesof identitybased
entirely on gender, race, and ethnicity.

As a STEM instructor, I recognize and acknowledge the need for equitable practices within the class-
room and the STEM field in general. As a faculty member, I have seen firsthand a disproportion-
ate amount of minority students represented in the mathematical sciences field, especially African-
Americans and female students. According to The Pew Research Center (2018), “women account for
themajority of healthcare practitioners and technicians but are underrepresented in several other STEM
occupational clusters, particularly in computer jobs and engineering.” (Funk and Parker). Recent data
citedby theHechingerReport shows, “Theproportionofbachelor’sdegrees in scienceawarded toBlack
graduates remained flatatabout 9percent from2001 to2016…inengineering, it declined from5percent
to 4 percent; and inmath, it dropped from 7 percent to 4 percent.” (Newsome 2021) In addition, “Black
and Hispanic workers continue to be underrepresented in the STEM workforce” despite the continued
increase in STEM-related work (Funk and Parker, 2018).

Recognising the equity and gender dimension, I have participated in training and workshops dedi-
cated to missions that seek to advance diversity, inclusivity, and equity in the academic community.
In Europe, I participated inmandated trainingandworkshopsorganizedby theEuropeanCommission
andEPSCR. I amalso aproud lifetimemember of the AmericanPhysics Society and supportive of their
equity mission statements. I am also currently working to build awareness of the existing but unrec-
ognized contributions of underrepresented groups to mathematical sciences by creating wikipedia
articles that share this less-known history, promote acknowledgement of current contributions, and
aim to address the complex issue of underrepresentation for minority STEM students.

The youth need role models and stories of giants such as Elmer Imes and Edward Alexander
Bouchet to inspire a new generation of scientists.

I have strived to maintain an aligned view of diversity, inclusion, and equity that seeks to serve my
research effort. At my present position, my dedication to enhancing this nations top institution by
providing leaders that strive for academic excellence has resulted in a largely ethnically-diverse and
gender-diverse lab. Focusing on excellence has enabled me to build a forward-thinking, innovative
team that hails from different countries, speaks different languages, has different backgrounds, and
yet has an overarching commonality: a dedication to academic excellence, to the creation of knowl-
edge. The diversity within the lab has lent itself to our success in several meaningful ways. It has mo-
tivated a need for cultural awareness and propelled the necessity for a safe learning space that seeks
to break down social barriers by providing and addressing an academic diversity of background that
places value and respect for others at the top of priorities. Academic excellence as a strategy results
in diversity as an outcome. The diversity has also forced me to recognize the privileges in access to
training and resources that often accompany high-level socio-economic statuses andmake equitable
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practices in the learning space necessary. I often dedicated time blocks to student tutoring sessions
and practice presentations for students in need.

As the trajectory of emergent diversity continues to develop in professional STEM societies and com-
munities, I remain committed to emergent diversity within my lab and the profession as a whole. I
will continue to maintain an awareness of unconscious bias, develop teaching material that is more
accessible, learn more about ways to develop equitable practices in the learning space, and further
develop a commitment to diversity and inclusion in alignment with the institution in which I am serv-
ing. I plan to continue towork to increase representation and remove obstacles for underrepresented
groups while increasing awareness of underrepresented groups’ contributions to mathematical sci-
ences. This is done by editing wikipedia, by referring to outstanding research and by promoting fair
representation within the STEM fields.
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